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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t
Background:  Hepatitis  is an  inflammation  of  the  liver,  most  commonly  caused  by  a viral  infection.  Super-
vised  data  mining  techniques  have  been  successful  in  hepatitis  disease  diagnosis  through  a set  of  datasets.
Many  methods  have  been  developed  by the  aids  of  data  mining  techniques  for  hepatitis  disease  diagnosis.
The  majority  of these  methods  are  developed  by  single  learning  techniques.  In addition,  these  methods
do  not  support  the  ensemble  learning  of  the data.  Combining  the outputs  of several  predictors  can  result
in  improved  accuracy  in  classification  problems.  This  study  aims  to  propose  an  accurate  method  for  the
hepatitis  disease  diagnosis  by  taking  the  advantages  of  ensemble  learning.
Methods:  We  use  Non-linear  Iterative  Partial  Least  Squares  to perform  the  data  dimensionality  reduction,
Self-Organizing  Map technique  for clustering  task and  ensembles  of  Neuro-Fuzzy  Inference  System  for
predicting  the  hepatitis  disease.  We  also  use decision  trees  for the  selection  of most  important  features
in  the  experimental  dataset.  We  test  our  method  on  a real-world  dataset  and  present  our  results  in
comparison  with  the  latest  results  of  previous  studies.
Results:  The  results  of  our  analyses  on  the  dataset  demonstrated  that  our  method  performance  is  superior
to the Neural  Network,  ANFIS,  K-Nearest  Neighbors  and  Support  Vector  Machine.
Conclusions:  The  method  has  potential  to  be used  as  an  intelligent  learning  system  for  hepatitis  disease
diagnosis  in  the healthcare.
©  2018  The  Authors.  Published  by Elsevier  Limited  on  behalf  of King  Saud  Bin Abdulaziz  University
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Viral hepatitis prevails all over the world and has been on of
s a key global public health issue [1,2]. Hepatitis is an inflamma-
ion of the liver, most commonly caused by a viral infection which
as caused yearly an estimated 1.5 million deaths worldwide [3].
iral liver diseases are among the most important communicable
isease worldwide different species of viruses (e.g. Epstein–Barr,
ytomegalovirus, Herpes simplex, Coxsackie virus, Adenovirus,
umps, Yellow fever). However, the term viral hepatitis gener-
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ally implies the five hepatotropic viruses: Hepatitis A [4], B [5,6],
C [7], D [8] and E virus [9]. Hepatitis B virus (HBV) and hepatitis
C virus (HCV) have been the most common viral causes of hepatic
diseases universally [10] which their infections initially begin from
acute infection and progress to chronic infection. World Health
Organization (WHO) [13] showed that about 130–150 million peo-
ple globally are chronically infected with hepatitis C infection [11].
Tatoos and piercing, drug abuse, sexual contact with hepatitis car-
rier, hemodyalisis, blood transfusions and health workers have
been the main risk factors of the hepatitis [12]. The hepatitis dis-
ease diagnosis is mainly done by a routine blood testing. Medical
diagnostics of hepatitis is quite difficult or a physician as many
factors should be considered in the disease diagnosis procedure.
Hence, the development of the automatic and accurate diagnosis
systems can be helpful for the hepatitis detection and accordingly
for decision-making by a physician.
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Table  1
Related work on hepatitis disease diagnosis.
Disease Author Techniques
SVM SA PCA RS C 4.5 FL ARIS GA RF ELM EI FLD ABC EA SC
Hepatitis Sartakhti et al. [16] * *
Ç aliş ir and Dogantekin [17] * *
Chen et al. [18] * *
Kaya and Uyar [19] * *
Polat and Güneş [20] * * *
Tan  et al. [21] *
Zhang and Suganthan [22] *
Nahato et al. [23] * *
Gorunescu and Belciug [24] *
Ben-Israel and Levin [25] *
Zorarpacı and Özel [26] * *
Yang et al. [27] *












































VM: support vector machine, SA: simulated annealing, RS: rough set, ELM: extreme
F:  random forests, EI: evolutionary inspired, FLD: fisher linear discriminant, ABC: 
As a subset of artificial intelligence, machine learning applies
tatistical techniques to optimize a performance criterion using
xample data or past experience. There are mainly two types
f these techniques, supervised and un-supervised. Clustering
echniques such as Self-Organizing Map  (SOM) and Expectation
aximization (EM) have been in the first group and prediction
achine learning techniques such as adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Infer-
nce System (ANFIS) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) in the
econd group. The use machine learning techniques in developing
he methods and decision support systems have been important.
ue to diseases diagnosis importance to mankind, several studies
ave been conducted on developing methods for their classifica-
ion [14,15]. Some of the studies on hepatitis disease diagnosis
hich have used data mining techniques for the development of
he methods are presented in Table 1. From this table, we can see
hat the majority of the methods have been developed by the no-
nsemble data mining techniques. In addition, the most methods
eveloped by supervised classification techniques in the previous
esearches do not use ensembles of prediction data mining tech-
iques. As the accuracy prediction of standard supervised methods
an be improved by ensemble learning techniques, also called com-
ittees of predictors, and the use of the ensemble learning for the
isease diagnosis task, in this study accordingly a new method
s proposed using ensembles of ANFIS to improve the predictive
ccuracy of the hepatitis disease diagnosis systems. In addition,
e use a clustering technique, SOM, for clustering the data and
on-linear Iterative Partial Least Squares (NIPALS), as a dimension-
lity reduction technique, to reduce the dimensions of the data.
urthermore, we use decision trees (DT) for the selection of the
ost important features in the dataset. The combination of these
echniques for the first time is proposed in this study for hep-
titis disease diagnosis. We  evaluate the proposed method on a
eal-world dataset which can be accessed from Data Mining Repos-
tory of UCI [15]. Overall, the contributions of this research are as
ollows:
A hybrid machine learning approach is proposed for hepatitis
disease diagnosis using SOM, NIPALS and ANFIS ensemble.
SOM is used for the clustering of data in the experimental dataset.
NIPALS is used for dimensionality reduction and improving the
accuracy of clustering.
CART is used for the selection of the most important features.
ANFIS ensemble is used for hepatitis disease diagnosis.Our study at hand is orgnized as follows: we present the method
n Section “Methodology”. Section “ANFIS ensemble evaluation”
resents ANFIS ensemble results and methods comparision. Finally,ing machine, FL: fuzzy logic, ARIS: artificial immune system, GA: genetic algorithm,
ial bee colony, EA: evolution algorithm, SC: spectral clustering.
conclusions and future work is provided in Section “Conclusion and
future work”.
Methodology
This paper proposes a new machine learning approach for hep-
atitis disease diagnosis using a set of real data. The method is
developed using NIPALS to reduce the dimensions of the data, SOM
to cluster the data, CART for feature selection and ANFIS ensemble
for hepatitis disease diagnosis. In Fig. 1, we  present the proposed
method. As can be seen form this figure, several machine learn-
ing techniques are used for hepatitis disease diagnosis. In the first
step, we try to cluster the data using SOM. The aim of the cluster-
ing is to improve the readability of the data for classification task.
The NIPALS technique is used for data dimensionality reduction to
improve the clustering quality. In the next step, decision trees are
used for selecting the most important features of the dataset in
each cluster. In the last step, we  use ANFIS ensemble for hepatitis
disease diagnosis from a set of medical data.
The proposed method is evaluated on a real-world dataset. The
dataset is obtained from the machine learning repository at UCI.
The dataset includes 155 records in two different classes which are
die in 32 cases (20.6%) and live in 123 cases (79.4%). The dataset
includes 19 attributes (13 binary and 6 attributes with 6–8 discrete
values) with many missing values. For method evaluation, we first
pre-processed the data. From this analysis, we found that there is
a high correlation among the input variables. It has been shown
that this correlation can affect on the disease prediction accuracy
[29]. Accordingly, in this study we  used NIPALS to estimate the
missing values in the dataset and overcome the multi-collinearity
problem.
NIPALS
Principal component analysis (PCA) has been an effective
dimensionality reduction technique applied in many application
fields. It is mainly used as a statistical technique for multivari-
ate analysis. In addition, it is used for data compression task to
retain the essential information from the data [29]. NIPALS algo-
rithm is a nonlinear iterative PLS for finding the eigenvectors [30],
which can effectivley handle the missing values in the dataset [31].
Using NIPALS, the pricipal components for the data are generated.
The best pricipal components are then selected to be used in the
clustering task.






OMSOM has been one of the most commonly used networks for
lustering and classification purposes. It has an effective train-
ng procedure to handle large sets of data which can visualizeethodology.
the n-dimensional data to lower dimensions. To do so, it uses a
grid of neurons in the lower data space. SOM is an unsupervised
machine learning techniques for data clustring aim [32]. This clus-
tering technique is based on artificial neural network. By the use
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wo-dimensional) space. This technique does not need a class for
raining and accordingly clustering the data. In this technique to
erform the clustering, the selection of maximum epochs, number
f neurons and learning rate are important. In addition, the main
asks in this clustering are: selection of random inputs, compute the
inner neurons and update neurons. In SOM, for each point on the
rid, which is denoted by its coordinate position (x, y), a neuron (M)
nd a weight vector wx,y are considered. Basically, in SOM cluster-
ng, Euclidean distance measure is used to find the Best Matching
nit (BMU) by calculating the distance between each node’s weight
ector in the data space and the current input vector. Hence, for N
imensions in the data vector, the distance of V (current input vec-
or) and W (the node weight vector) are calculated using Euclidean
istance.
In this study, SOM technique for clustering is applied on hep-
titis dataset. We selected different clustering size for SOM. The
earning rate in SOM was set to be 0.05. For SOM, SOM 2 × 2 (4 clus-
ers), SOM 2 × 3 (6 clusters), SOM 3 × 3 (9 clusters) and SOM 3 × 4
12 clusters) were considered. We  found that SOM 2 × 3 generated
he best quality for data clustering.
ecision tress
CART is mainly used to model a response variable (y) based on
ome input variables (x). As a supervised learning and nonpara-
etric statistical technique, CART uses recursive partitioning for
egression and classification tasks. The CART is mainly used to find
he patterns from large sets of data by inducing decision trees.
n fact, the main objective of the CART is to discover the rela-
ionship between the explanatory variables (inputs) and response
ariable (outputs). This technique constructs the prediction models
y recursive binary splitting which Gini index, a generalization of
he binomial variance, is used as the impurity function. CART tries
o initially grow overly large trees from the observations and then
rune them to smaller sizes by minimizing the classification errors.
n addition, CART technique use a 10-fold cross validation approach
able 2
 part of induced decision trees from the hepatitis dataset.
Decision Tree A
• ASCITE S < 1.500 0
o SPLEE N PALPABLE  < 0.500 0
AGE < 68 .5000  then Class  = Live 
AGE >=  68 .5000  then Class  = Die 
o SPLEE N PALPABLE  >= 0.500 0
PROTIME < 53.5000
HISTOLOGY  < 1.5000  then Class  = Live  
HISTOLOGY  >=  1.500 0
PROTIME < 26.5000
PROTIME < 11.5000
BILIRU BIN < 1.1000  then Class  = Liv 
BILIRU BIN >=  1.1000  then Class  = D
PROTIME >=  11.500 0 then Class  = Live  
PROTIME >= 26 .5000  then Class  = Die 
PROTIME >=  53.500 0
SGO T < 50 .5000  then Class  = Die 
SGO T >=  50 .5000  then Class  = Live 
Dec ision Tree s B
o SP IDERS >=  1.500 0
BILIRUBIN < 5.6000
STERO ID < 1.500 0
SGO T < 47 .5000  then Class  = Live 
SGO T >=  47 .500 0
LIVER BIG < 0.5000  then Class  = Die 
LIVER BIG >=  0.500 0
LIVER BIG < 1.5000 then Class = Liv
LIVER BIG >=  1.500 0
VAR ICES < 1.5000 then Cl
VAR ICES >=  1.50 00
ALK PHOSPHA 
ALK PHOSPHA 
STERO ID >=  1.5000  then Class  = Live
BILIRU BIN >=  5.6000  then Class  = Die d Public Health 12 (2019) 13–20
in which 9 folds are used for model training and one fold is used for
model testing. In CART the regression model is fitted to each node
to provide the predicted values of the output variable. In Table 2,
a sample of induced decision tree using CART for the experimental
dataset is presented.
Ensembles of ANFIS
Fuzzy set theory, introduced by Zadeh [33], is mainly used when
the information is incomplete or imprecise. Fuzzy logic provides
the degree of membership to the features of the objects. In fuzzy
logic, membership functions are used to characterize fuzziness.
There are many types of membership functions which some of them
are: Triangular, Generalized Bell-Shaped, Gaussian and -Shaped.
One of the main issues of fuzzy logic is that it is not able to auto-
matically learn the models from the data [34]. In contrast, neural
network has solved this issue. However, neural network is not suit-
able for modeling when the information is incomplete or imprecise.
Accordingly, the hybrid of neural network and fuzzy logic, neuro-
fuzzy, has solved these issues. One of these techniques is ANFIS [35]
(see Fig. 2) which has the ability to automatically learn the model
from the imprecise data.
Nowadays, the use of ensemble learning has attracted the inter-
est of the researchers for developing the methods for classification
and prediction tasks. In ensemble learning paradigm, a collection
of different predictors is constructed whose individual responses
are then combined to label test instances. Accordingly, combining
the outputs of several predictors results in improved accuracy in
many prediction and classification problems. Specifically, the gen-
eralization performance of the ensemble learning has been proved
to be much better than a single individual ensemble member. In
fact, these improvements in performance and accuracy are because
of the combination of accurate predictors which their errors are
complementary. The final ensemble decision can be reached by
combining the individual predictions of the ensemble members.




ass  = Die 
TE < 20 5.500 0 then Class  = Live  
TE >=  20 5.500 0 then Class  = Die 


























Fig. 2. Hepatitis di
ajority voting and non-linear decision functions can be used. It
hould be noted that in general there is no strong evidence sup-
orting that more complex combination approaches can perform
etter performance.
In this work, we have considered four types of MF which are
riangular, Generalized Bell-Shaped, Gaussian and -Shaped. In
his study we use Centroid of Area (COA) for defuzzification task.
he method centroid, COA, has been one of the most widely used
efuzzification strategy. This method calculates the center of grav-
ty of the fuzzy set A, which correspond to the center of the area
nder the membership function A(z).  The crisp value of the fuzzy









It has been shown that solely using a single inductive learn-
ng method cannot achieve a generalization performance in all
ossible classification tasks [36]. In additions, the accuracy of
sing supervised learning methods more depends on the nature
f the problem investigated and observed data. Despite this con-
ideration, ensemble learning has proved to have an excellent
erformance in numerous learning tasks of practical applications
37]. In this research, multiple components of ANFIS learner are
rained for hepatitis disease diagnosis. Accordingly, for each ANFIS
odel we calculated the classification accuracy, for output and then
ntegration by average approach was applied for the final ensem-
le decision [38]. As a straightforward approach, the final decisionis by ANFIS model.
by integration by average approach is obtained from the sum of
results generated by each ANFIS model divided by the number of
ANFIS models used for prediction task.
ANFIS ensemble evaluation
This study aimed to provide a method for hepatitis diagnosis
using a set of input parameters. Accordingly, we tried to discover
the relationships between the input parameters and the output to
classify the hepatitis disease. All classification models were con-
structed by the ANFIS technique. The discovered fuzzy rules from
the experimental dataset assisted the models to generalize the
following relationship: Y = f(X1, X2, . . .,  Xn)) to accuratly classify
the disease. For hepatitis dataset, input parameters are (X): “Age”,
“Sex”, “Steroid, ‘Antivirals’, “Fatigue”, “Malaise”, “Anorexia”, “Liver
Big”, “Liver Firm”, “Spleen Palpable”, “Spiders Ascites”, “Arices”,
“Bilirubin”, “Alk ‘Phosphate’, “Sgot”, “Albumin”, “Protime and His-
tology”, and output parameter (Y) is the class of disease.
To construct the classification models and evaluate them, two
sets of the data were used, training, test and checking sets. The
training set was used to construct the models, test and checking
sets were used for models verification. Specifically, we considered
20% of data in each cluster for test set, 20% of data for checking set
and 60% for training set. To evaluate the prediction models of ANFIS
technique, we used Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) chart.
In this research totally six ANFIS ensemble prediction models
were developed as 6 clusters have been generated by SOM.  In each
cluster, different types of MFs  were designed and considered for
fuzzification task. The types of MFs  were considered as: Triangu-
lar, Generalized Bell-Shaped, Gaussian and -Shaped. In addition,
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here linguistic variables (Low, Moderate and High) are used as
Fs  degree for each feature. Hence, we totally developed 6 ANFIS
nsemble models using four types of MFs. For each ensemble ANFIS,
e then applied integration by average approach for the final deci-
ion.
In Fig. 3, we present the results of ANFIS in three-dimensional
lots. These plots are generated form the discovered fuzzy rules
rom the data and with the aid of implemented membership func-
ions. These figures simply show the interdependencies between
ach two input variables and the output. To experimentally show
he effectiveness of ANFIS ensemble, we conduct the experiments
n the hepatitis dataset and compare with the other methods
n the classification accuracy of the disease diagnosis. The clas-
ification accuracy of ANFIS ensemble was measured by ROC in
ach cluster. From the results, we found that the ANFIS ensem-
le has provided good classification accuracies for all clusters.
n addition, the results showed that the average classification
ccuracy of all clusters measured by ROC is AUC (Area Under
urve) = 0.9306. In Fig. 4, AUC values are presented for cluster 3
nd cluster 5. It should be noted that after 100 epochs and using
0-cross validation the AUC is calculated for ANFIS classification
odels.
Our method is also compared with some other classifiers, ANFIS,
-Nearest Neighbors (K-NN), Neural Network (NN) and SVM. We
pply these techniques on the same dataset without incorporat-
ng SOM and NIPALS for the classification task. In addition to these
ethods, we compare our method with the previous methods
12,17,18,19] developed for hepatitis diagnosis.
For SVM, the Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel which is more
ccurate than other types of SVM kernels was used [39,40]. Accord-
ngly, two parameters of SVM, (C) and  were found using the
xhaustive search approach. In addition, exponentially growing
equences of  from 2−10 to 29 and C form 2−15 to 210 were tested
o find the optimal values for these parameters of SVM. For NN, we
sed three-layers feedforward back-propagation. In addition, the
esilient back-propagation training algorithm was used to train the
hree-layers feedforward back-propagation model.
Fig. 3. Hepatitis diagnosiThe result is presented in Table 3. It can be seen from the result
that the method which uses dimensionality reduction (NIPALS),
clustering (SOM) and ensembles of ANFIS (NIPALS–SOM–ANFIS
Ensemble) (93.06%) is more accurate compared to the NN (78.31%),
ANFIS (79.67%), SVM (81.17%) and K-NN (71.41%) methods. These
results show that use of clustering and dimensionality reduction
with the aid of ensembles of ANFIS has been effective in hepatitis
disease classification. The results further reveal that SVM has out-
performed ANFIS, K-NN and NN in hepatitis disease classification.
Compared to the previous methods in the literature, the method
which uses Rough Set (RS) and Extreme Learning Machine (ELM)
[19] provides the best results (100%). In addition, we can see that
the methods PCA–LSSVM (95.00%) and LFDA–SVM (96.77%) which
combine dimensionality reduction with the SVM have obtained
good accuracies on the experimental dataset. Overall, from the
comparison of ANFIS and NIPALS–SOM–ANFIS Ensemble, we  can
conclude that the use of clustering, dimensionality reduction and
ensemble learning has improved the accuracy of ANFIS. However,
as the use of ensemble learning was effective in improving the
classification accuracy, an opportunity for future work is there-
fore to develop our method based on the techniques presented
in the literature which have provided better results compared to
the ANFIS. Accordingly, we view other techniques such as Support
s using fuzzy rules.



















































Fig. 4. AUC for c
ector Machine, Rough Set and Extreme Learning Machine to be
omplementary to our method.
onclusion and future work
Accuracy has been one of the important concerns of researchers
n developing the methods for diseases diagnosis. There are many
ethods in the literature for diseases classification. However, the
ost methods are developed using single learning techniques.
his study has investigated the effectiveness of ensemble learn-
ng techniques for the prediction of hepatitis disease using several
arameters, Age”, “Sex”, “Steroid, ‘Antivirals’, “Fatigue”, “Malaise”,
Anorexia”, “Liver Big”, “Liver Firm”, “Spleen Palpable”, “Spiders
scites”, “Arices”, “Bilirubin”, “Alk ‘Phosphate’, “Sgot”, “Albumin”,
nd “Protime and Histology”. Accordingly, we proposed to rely on
NFIS as the supervised and SOM as the un-supervised machine
earning techniques. The accuracy of SOM is improved using
IPALS. In addition, we develop our method for ensemble learning
y using several types of membership function in ANFIS technique.
ur method is evaluated on a real-world dataset obtained from UCI.
he accuracy of our method on this dataset measured by ROC was
3.06%.
In this study, non-incremental ANFIS has been implemented for
earning the classification models. In addition, the method devel-
ped by ANFIS does not support the incremental learning and it
equires to recompute all the training data in constructing the pre-
iction models. Accordingly, in order to improve the computation
ime of hepatitis diagnosis, it is suggested to develop this method
o incrementally update the trained models when new information
s available, which can be more efficient in memory requirement.
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